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ABSTRACT 
Given an endomorphism of a finite dimensional C-vector space, we obtain 
geometric onditions in order to characterize and to classify the marked invariant 
subspaces W c E (that is to say, the invariant subspaces having some Jordan basis 
which can be extended to a Jordan basis of E). Both conditions are expressed in terms 
of the double family of subspaees (Kerf h f'l Im fa). The starting point is a new 
criterion for extensibility of Jordan bases. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let E be a finite dimensional vector space over the complex numbers, f
an endomorphism of E, and W a subspace of E invariant under f .  Gohberg 
et al. [2] introduce an interesting class of invariant subspaces that they called 
marked: W is said to be marked if there is a Jordan basis of W which can be 
extended to a Jordan basis of E. Here we present a geometric approach to 
the study of such subspaces. 
In particular, we obtain geometrical conditions, for the characterization 
and for the classification of marked subspaces. Both are expressed in terms of 
d h d the family of subspaces E h = Ker f  C~ Im f (see Section 1.2.1) as follows: 
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THEOREM II (Section 3.2.3). An invariant subspace W c E is marked if 
and only if for all d, h 
w n + w n = w n +1 + 
THEOREM III (Section 4.3.1). In order to classify the marked subspaces 
W c E, a complete family of invariants is formed by 
wl~ = d imW n Eft - dim(W n Eh ~+l + W n Eha_l). 
The starting point is a criterion for extensibility of Jordan bases which 
weakens the conditions in [1]. There, one obtains some general families of 
marked subspaces by applying the following criterion: a given Jordan basis of 
W can be extended to a Jordan basis of E if it has the so-called constancy 
property and depth property. In Theorem I (Section 2.3.1) we show that the 
latter can be replaced by the weak depth property. Also, we obtain an 
equivalent geometrical condition. 
By means of this new criterion, we obtain Theorem II above. In fact, the 
proof of Theorem II consists in constructing a Jordan basis of W which 
verifies the extensibility criterion in Theorem I. This construction is described 
in Section 3.3. 
Moreover, given two marked subspaces W and W', this construction 
shows that we can define a f-commuting bijection between the respective 
extended bases, provided that the dimension of the corresponding subspaces 
involved are the same. This leads to Theorem III above. 
Section 1 contains the basic definitions, and some properties of the family 
of subspaces E,~ l = Ker f  h n Im fa. They will be an important tool in our 
construction. 
Sections 2, 3, and 4 are devoted to Theorems I, II, and III respectively. 
O. PRELIMINARIES 
0.1 
E will be an n-dimensional vector space over the complex numbers C. If 
A is a subset of E, the symbol [A] will denote the subspace spanned by the 
vectors of A. 
0.2 
f will be an endomorphism of E, and W will denote a subspace of E 
invariant under f:  f (W)  c W. Then f will denote the restriction of f to W. 
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0.3 
Because of W = @i[W n Ker ( f -  Ail)m'], where a i are the eigenvalues 
of f and m i their multiplicities, we can assume f to be nilpotent. Therefore, 
the characteristic polynomial will be Q(t) = t n. The minimal polynomial will 
be written P(t) = t ~. 
Also, we will write f0  = Id, f l  = f, f2  = f o f ,  etc. 
1. THE FAMILIES OF SUBSPACES Kh, I d, Eft 
1.0 
The basic geometrical tools in our study are the filtrations of E formed by 
the families of subspaces Kh, I d, Eah defined in Section 1.2.1. We present a 
self-contained treatment, although some simplifications can result from the 
general results about filtrations (see, for instance, Sections 1.3.2, 1.4.0, 3.3.2). 
1.1. Height and Depth 
1.1.0. We shall use the notions of height and depth according to [1]. We 
summarize the definitions and some properties. 
We recall that f is assumed nilpotent. 
1.1.1 
DEFINITION. Let x ~ E. 
(1) We say that h is the height of x, and we write h = ht(x), iffit is the 
minimal nonnegative integer such that x ~ Ker f  h. 
(2) We say that d is the depth of x, and we write d = dp(x), iff it is the 
maximal nonnegative integer such that x ~ Im fd. 
Thus, provided x ~ 0, there exists a chain of maximal length: 
y , f (y )  . . . . .  fd (y )  =x , f (x )  . . . . .  fh - ' (x )  # O, f " (x )  = O. 
1.1.2. If B is a linearly independent subset of E, we define 
B h = {u ~ B :ht(u)  = h}, 
B d = {u ~B:dp(u)  =d},  
B~' = {u ~ B :dp(u)  = d, ht(u)  = h}. 
1.1.3. Trivially, we have: 
(i) ht(x + y) ~ max{ht(x), ht(y)}, and equality holds when ht(x) # hffy). 
(i') dp(x + y) >7 min{dp(x),dp(y)}, and equality holds when dp(x) 4= 
dp(y). 
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(ii) h t ( f (x ) )  = ht(x)  - 1 for x ¢: 0. 
( i i ')  dp( f (x ) )  >i dp(x )  + 1 provided that f (x )  ~ O. 
1.1.4. As an example, where we get strict inequality in (ii'), assume that 
E = C 4, a = 3, and a Jordan basis of f is formed by 
e,, e 2 =f (e , ) ,  e 3 =f2(e l ) ,  e 4. 
Then dp(e 1) = 0, dp(e 2) = 1, dp(e 3) = 2, dp(e  4) = 0. Thus, for the vector 
x = e z + e 4 we have 
dp(x)  = 0, dp( f (x ) )  = dp(e3)  = 2. 
1.2. The Families of  Subspaces Kh, I d, E d 
1.2.1. We consider the following families of subspaces: 
DEFINITION. For  h, d /> 0, let 
g h = Ker f  h = { x ~ E; h t (x )  ~< h}, 
I d = Imf  d = {x ~ E ;dp(x )  >i d}, 
E d = K h f3 I d = Ker f  h ¢3 Im ft. 
For  convenience, we say K h = E d = 0 for h < 0, d >t 0. 
1.2.2. Notice that E d = I d if d + h /> a.  Therefore, we are only inter- 
ested in the case d + h ~< a.  
1.2.3. Then, we have the sequences of subspaces 
0=KoCK1c- . -  cK  = . . . .  Kn=E , 
0=in= . . . .  i,~ c i ,~-l c ... c IO = E. 
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... ctpd+ 1 "~h C E~ C E~h-IC "'" C E l = K h 
/ u/ u/ 
"'" C/7'd+lju'h-I cEd-1  cEd- - t  C: "'" CE,?_I =Kh-1 
where the diagonal arrows mean the endomorphism f. In particular we will 
deal with the inclusion (strict, in general) 
Eh d+l -4- Ed_l  C: E d. 
The vectors in the right member which are not in the left one will play an 
important role. 
1.2.4. Notice that E~ =fd(K,t+h). Thus 
dim Eft = rank fd _ rank f~ + h 
1.3. Jordan Bases 
1.3.1. We have the following relation between any Jordan basis and the 
above families of subspaces. 
PROPOSITION. Let B be a Jordan basis for f . With the above notation, we 
have: 
(1) f induces bijections 
(2) Eft = [ Bff] @ (E d+ l + Eff_ l) for all h >~ 1, d >~ 0 (in fact, only for 
d + h <~ a is it nontrivial). 
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(1): Assume that the Jordan basis B is formed by the chains 
x~, f (x , )  . . . . .  fh* - l (x i )  
with fh ' (x  i) = O, 1 <~ i <<. r. Obviously 
Bh a = {fd(xi) ;  for 1 ~<i K r such that h i =d+h} 
lt2d+l (h > 1, d >t 0) follow immediately. and the bijections Bh a ~ "-'h-1 
(2): Firstly, we notice that K h = ~1<~ k <~h,o~ ~ [Bk ~]: it is sufficient o 
write a vector x in the basis B, and to impose the condition fh (x )  = 0. Next, 
bearing in mind that dim I a = n - dim Kd, we have I d = ~l,<k.d,< a[Bff]. 
Therefore 
l~k<~h,d<~8 
Then it is straightforward to prove the assertion. 
1.3.2 
REMARKS. 
(1) In other words, with any Jordan basis for f ,  the following isomor- 
phisms are induced by f:  
0 l ~ Eh+d/ (Eh+ d -[- E~+d_ l )  > ... > Ed / / (Eh  d+l  + Ed_ l )  
- ,  . . .  
where h, d run as in the above proposition. Moreover, 
E~ E]~ d d+ 1 + 
h,d 
(2) If we define the numerical invariants 
bh d dim d d+l  = + 
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for h, d as in the above proposition, the following properties are implied: 
(i) b;~ = dim[Bff] for any Jordan basis B. 
( i i )  0 = . .  d . . . . .  b~l+h-1 bt~+d " = bh 
(iii) F. bj~ = n .  
Notice that bt~ is the number of (h + d)-dimensional Jordan cyclic sub- 
spaces. Therefore, the numbers bt~ form a complete family of invariants of f.  
(3) Also, notice that the conditions in Section 1.3.1 characterize the 
Jordan bases; if B is a family of linearly independent vectors which verifies 
condition (2), then it is a basis of E (see Section 3.3.2); and condition (1) 
ensures that it is in fact a Jordan basis. 
1.4. Key Properties 
1.4.0. The key properties in this subsection follow immediately from the 
isomorphisms in Seetion 1.3.2, condition (1). However, we present indepen- 
dent proofS. 
1.4.1 
[,EMMA. Let F be a subspace of E such that 
r • ( '+' + E;,' 
(respectively, • . . . . . .  ), with d > O, h >t 1, d + h <~ a. Then there exists a 
subspace G such that 
0 0 
(respectively, • . . . . . .  ), and f induces isomorphisms 
G ~, f (G)  ~> --. ~ , fd (c )  =F.  
Proof. Let uj . . . . .  u s be a basis of F, and v 1 . . . . .  v~ any respective 
antiimages in E2+ a. It is clear that v l . . . . .  G are linearly independent, and 
that [v 1 . . . . .  G] n (E~+ a + E2+d_~) = {0}. Finally, if the inclusion in the 
hypothesis i in fact an equality, then Section 1.3.1 ensures that G has also 
the complementary dimension. • 
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1.4.2 





Let F be a subspace of E such that 
D F • + 
. . . . . . .  ), with h > 1, d >i O, d + h <~ a. Then f induces 
F ~, f (F )  ~ ,  "" ~ , fh - l (F )  
E d+l Ed+2 + Ed+l~ h-1 = f (F )  • ( h-1 h -2 ] ,  
Ed+h_ 2 " fh -  Z (F )  • (E d+h- I  -J¢- E d+h-2) ,  
E(+h-x D fh - l (  F) * Edl +h 
(respectively, • . . . . . .  ). 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the first step. 
Obviously f (F )  c Ed+~h-l" And f (x )  = 0, with x ~ F, implies x ~ E d c 
Eft_ l, and hence x = 0. 
tEd+2 r.d+l~ {0}, assume that f (x )  = y + z, To prove that f (F )  (3 ~ h-1 + ~h-2Z = 
E d+2 E d+l Then fh -2 ( f (x ) )  =fh -2(y )  ~ Ed+h. with x~F,  y~ h- l ,  Z~ h-2" 
Hence, there exists n ~ E~+h+ 1 such that fh -2 (y )  =fa+h(u). Let v = 
fd+l (u ) .  Obviously v ~ Eh d+l, and x -v  ~ Eh d. Let us see that in fact 
x -- v E Kh_ 1: 
fh - l (x  --V) =fh -2(y )  + fh -2(Z  ) _ fh - l ( fd+l (u ) )  
=fh -2(y )  _ fa+h(u ) = O. 
Hence x - v ~ Edh-1, and by hypothesis x = 0. 
Finally, if the inclusion in the hypothesis is in fact an equality, then (1.3.1) 
ensures that f(F) has also the complementary dimension. • 
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2. EXTENSIBILITY OF JORDAN BASES 
2.0 
We shall see (Section 2.3.1) that the condition DP can be replaced by 
weak DP in the criterion for extensibility of a Jordan basis in Theorem 2.1 of 
[1]. Also we present an equivalent geometric ondition. It is the key to what 
follows, 
2.1. The Constancy Property 
2.1.1. The inequality (ii') of (1.1.3) suggests the following definition, 
according to [1]: 
DEFINITION. Let x be a nonzero vector of E. 
(1) We say that x has the constancy property (CP) if either f (x )  = 0, or 
f (x )  ss 0 and 
dp( f (x ) )  = dp(x)  + 1 
or equivalently, (dp + ht)(x) = (dp + ht)(f(x)). 
(2) Let h be the height of x, with h > 1. We say that x has the full 
constancy property (FCP), or that the chain spanned by x 
x , f (x )  . . . .  , fh - l (x )  
has the CP, if every vector in the chain has the CP, or equivalently, if
dp( f  h- l (x))  = d + h - 1. 
2.1.2. For example, every Jordan chain has the CP, but the vector x in 
(1.1.4) has not the CP. 
2.1.3. One can express this property in terms of the subspaces EI. 
PROPOSITION. Let x 4: O, with ht(x) = h > 1, dp(x) = d ~< a - h. 
Then x has the FCP if and only if 
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Proof. Let x ~ E d+l  + E d_ 1" Then according to Section 1.4.2 with 
F = [x], we have E d+h-I D [ fh - l (x ) ]  ~ E d+h, so that dp( fh - l (x ) )  = d + 
h -1 .  
Conversely, if x = y + z, with y ~ Eh ~+1 and z ~ Eh~_l, then 
fh - l (x  ) =fh- l (~ j )  E E d+h. 
Hence dp( fh - l (x ) )  >I d + h, so that x does not have the FCP. This proves 
that, if x has the FCP, then x ff Eh ~+ 1 + Eft_ 1. • 
2.2. The Depth Property 
2.2.1. The inequality (i') of (1.1.3) motivates the definition of "depth 
property" according to [1]. We introduce a weaker condition, which will be 
sufficient for our purpose. 
DEFINITION. 
(1) We say that a linearly independent set of vectors x 1 . . . . .  x r has the 
depth property (DP) iff 
dp(x = ~lX1 +-o .  +~rXr) = inf {dp(x~)} 
for all x ¢0 .  
(2) Let us now consider a family of linearly independent chains (that is to 
say, formed by linearly independent vectors) 
Xl , f (x l )  . . . . .  fh~- i (x i ) ,  
x r , f (x r )  . . . . .  fh r - l (Xr ) ,  
where h i = ht(x~). We say that it has the weak depth property (WDP) iff the 
set of eigenvectors fh , - l (x i )  , 1 ~ i <~ r, have the DP. That is to say, 
dp(x = a l fh~- l (x l )  + "'" +%fh~- ' (Xr )  ) 
= inf {dp( fh ' - l (x~) )}  
~i~O 
for all x =~ O. 
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2.2.2. For example, every Jordan basis has the DP. 
2.2.3. Also, this property can be characterized in terms of the subspaces 




A linearly independent set B of vectors has the DP if and only if for 
(2) 
and only if for all d 
IS<']  n 1 = (0) .  
A family B of linearly independent chains of vectors has the WDP if 
[Bid] N E d+l , = 1o) .  
2.3. Extensibility of Jordan Bases 
2.3.1 
THEOaEM I. Let W be an invariant.subspace of E for f, f the restriction 
o f f  to W, and 13 a Jordan basis for f. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) /~ can be extended to a Jordan basis for f. 
(2) [3 has CP and weak DP. 
(3) [/3h a] C~ (E d+~ + Eh~_l) = {O} for aU h >~ 1, d >I O, d + h <<, a. 
Pro@ (1) ~ (2): It follows immediately from Sections 2.1.2 and 2.2.2. 
(2) ~ (3): Assume that there is x = y + z :g 0, where x ~ [/3ha], y ~ E~ + J. 
z ~ E~ l- t" For any d, h, the hypotheses CP and WDP imply respectively (see 
Section 2.2.3) 
fh-l(Bld) C B[/+h- I  [Bid+h-i] I") E1 d+h = {0}. 
h 1 d+h d Hence f - (x) ~ E 1 [notice that x ~ [/3h ], x 4:0 implies fh- I (X) 4: 0]. 
h 1 h 1 d+h But, on the other hand, f - (y  + z) =f  - (y )  ~.E1 . 
(3) ~ (1): Firstly we will extend the chains in B to their maximal ength 
with regard to f .  Let x, f (x)  . . . . .  fh -  ~(x) be one of these chains. Any Jordan 
chain (with regard to f )  ending in fh l(x ) has length 3' = dp( f  h- l(x)) + 1. 
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1 ~< Y ~< a. As, in addition, this Jordan f-chain should be an extension of the 
given one, we look for some y ~ E such that f~-h(y) = X. In general, it 
does not exist. Nevertheless, it does in our case because hypothesis (3), 
together with the proposition in Section 2.1.3, ensures that. dp(x) = T . -  h. 
Therefore, it is sufficient o consider the generators of the f-chains in B and 
take antiimages as in Section 1.4.1. 
Now, to complete ,a Jordan basis for f ,  we must add the Jordan chains 
"not represented" in B: we complete a basis of eigenvectors by means of sets 
BT-1 1 ~ y ~< a, such that 
E~-I = [~lY-1] ~ [n~-l] ~ E~, 
and then we apply Section 1.4.1 again to each subspace [/3~'-1]. • 
2.3.2. For example, if all the Jordan blocks of f have the same dimen- 
sion o~, then condition (3) is always verified: the set /3h d is empty, except for 
d + h = or; and Eft-h + 1 = Eh~_-i h = Kh_ 1 for all 1 ~ h ~ a. 
2.3.3. Notice that, because of Sections 2.3.1 and 2.2.2, we have: 
COROLLARY. If a family of linearly independent chains of vectors has the 
CP and the weak DP, then it also has the DP. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF MARKED SUBSPACES 
3.0 
Thanks to Theorem I above we are going to obtain a geometric haracter- 
ization of marked subspaces (Theorem II in Section 3.2.3). In fact, condition 
(3) of Theorem I will be used in Section 3.3.6 to guarantee the extensibility of 
the Jordan basis of W constructed in Section 3.3. 
Other applications of Theorem I and Theorem II are presented in 
Sections 3.1.3, 3.2.5, and 3.2.6. 
3.1. Marked and Strongly Marked Subspaces 
3.1.1 
DEFINITION. [2] Let W be a subspace of E invariant under f ,  and f the 
restriction of f to W. 
(1) W is called marked if it has a Jordan basis for f which can be 
extended to a Jordan basis for f.  Then we say that this is in an extendible 
Jordan basis of W. 
(2) W is called strongly marked if any Jordan basis of W is extendible. 
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3.1.2. For instance, in the example of Section 1.1.4, the subspace 
W = [x,f(x)] is not marked: any Jordan basis for f must have the form 
(Ax,)tf(x)), and )tx has no antiimages. 
3.1.3. As a direct application of Theorem I (Section 2.3.1), from Section 
2.3.2 we have: 
PROPOSITION [1, Theorem 1.2]. If all the Jordan blocks o f f  have the 
same dimension, then any invariant subspace is strongly marked. 
3.2. Characterization of Marked Subspaces 
3.2.1. As in the above definition, let W be a subspace of E invariant 
under f .  We consider the family of subspaces W n Eh a induced in W by E~k 
An analogous diagram to the one in Section 1.2.3 can be considered. 
3.2.2. Obviously 
WAEd+I+WAE~_ IcW~(Ed+I -~-Ed  l), ('g':) 
but the converse is not true in general. For example, under the conditions of 
Section 3.1.2, x ~ W n (El + E°), but W n E~ = W n E0 ° = {0}. 
3.2.3. We shall see that the converse inclusion to (*) above character- 
izes the marked subspaces: 
THEOREM II. A subspace W of E invariant under f is marked if and only 
if 
W n E~ t+1 ÷ W n Ed_l = W n (E~ t+1 ÷ E~I_I) 
foral lh >1 1, d>~ O, d + h <~ a. 
Proof. We recall that, for any subspace W of E invariant under f ,  we 
have 
Ed ~ ,I WnEdh+l+wr~Edh_ l~Wn(Ed+l  + h_ l jCWnEh 
for all d, h. Now, for the necessity, assume that W is marked, and let /~ be 
an extendible Jordan basis for W. As in Section 1.3.1, we have that 
w n -- • (W n Eh ÷ W n 1) 
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for all d, h. Hence, [/~h a] is a complementary subspace for the first term in 
the third one. But, according to Theorem I (Section 2.3.1), 
[ /~]  n (Eg +' + Eg_,) = (o1, 
so that [/~h a] is also a complementary subspace for the second term in the 
third one. Therefore, the first inclusion must be an equality. 
Conversely, it is sufficient o prove that if the equality in the hypothesis 
verified, then it is possible to construct an extendible Jordan basis of W. We 
shall describe this construction i Section 3.3. • 
3.2.4. As a first application of Theorem II, we have 
COROLLARY [1, Theorem 1.1]. I f  aU the Jordan blocks o f f  have dimen- 
sion a or ce - 1, then any invariant subspace is marked. 
Proof. If all the Jordan blocks of f have dimension a or oe - 1, we 
have g h c I a -h -1  for all h >~ 1. Hence Eh a = K h if d + h < a. From this 
(and Eh a = I  ~ if d+h >>-a), it is trivial to show that the equality in 
Theorem II occurs for any invariant subspace W. • 
3.2.5. On the other hand, Theorem II can be applied to verify that a 
given subspace is not marked: 
EXAMPLE. Let E = C 6, let f have as Jordan chains 
el, e2 =f (e l ) ,  e3 =f (e2) ,  e4 =f (e3) ,  es, e6 =f (es ) ,  
and let W = [e z + es, e3, e6, e4].  It is a direct computation that 
W N E~ + W fq E ° = [e3,e4,e 6], 
w n (E~ + ~o) = w.  
Hence, W is not marked. 
3.2.6 
REMARK. In a similar way to (2) in Section 1.3.2, we can define 
Ef~ '~ = Ker f  h f3 Im fa  n Im/8, 
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Then it can be proved that an invariant subspace W is marked if and only if 
bh~,a /~d+l,6+l foral l  h >~ 1 d >~ 0, 6 >~ 0. 
3.3. Construction of Extendible Jordan Bases 
3.3.1. Let W be a subspace of E invariant o f .  We shall see that if the 
inclusion ( * )  in Section 3.2.2 is an equality, then it is possible to construct an 
extendible Jordan basis of W. In particular, this means that W is marked, so 
that Theorem II in Section 3.2.3 is proved. 
We shall use two lemmas, which are true for any invariant subspace. 
3.3.2. LEMMa. Let W be a subspace of E invariant under f .  If [3 is a 
family of linearly independent vectors of W such that 
w n = [[3h * (w  n + w 
for all h >! 1, d >~ O, d + h <~ a, then 
w= • [[3hq 
d,h 
In particular, [3 is a basis of W. 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the fact that W is isomorphic 
to the graduate space associated to the double filtration (W n Ehd),t, h: 
d 
W = t~ W n E h/ (wnE~ t+~+wnE~ D. 
d,h 
An alternative straightforward proof goes as follows: let x ~ W; then for 
some d ,h  we have x ~WNE a" hence x = + + with ~[[3~],  h, Y Xl X2, Y 
, E d . x~ ~ W N Eff +1 x z ~ W A h- ~, in turn, x~ =y l  +x l~ +x lz ,w i th  y~ 
Ed+2 Ed+I. [ [3 d + 1 ], ~ ~ and so on. • h XI1 h , X12 h -  1, 
3.3.3. The second lemma follows immediately from Section 1.4.2. 
LEMMA. Let W be a subspace of E invariant under f ,  and F a subspace 
of W such that 
d 
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(respectively . . . . . . .  ), with h > 1, d >i O, d + h <~ a. Then f induces an 
isomorphism 
F ~> f (F )  
and 
E d+l [Wl" )  i,.i_,h_l + Eh-2)  ] W n h-1 Df (F )  @ fr, d+2 ,l+1 
(respectively . . . . . . .  ). 
3.3.4. From now on, we assume that W verifies the hypothesis in 
Theorem II (Section 3.2.3). The key point is that this hypothesis i just the 
equality between the right summands in the above lemmas. 
3.3.5. Let us construct he desired extensible Jordan basis of W. In 
general, a Jordan basis of W is formed by chains 
--0 " --0 . " - 1 30  
3, ~,  ~ i ,~(~' , ) ,  r - l ,~  t ~-11 . . . . .  
~-~,i(~-:), 
where 1 ~< y ~< or, 3 ff is the set of generators having depth d and height h 
(0 ~< d ~< 3, - 1, 1 ~< h ~< "y), and some of them can be empty. In our case, 
for each 1 ~< T ~ a, we choose the generators successively as follows: 
0 = (W n 1 E 0 WAE~ E~+WA ~_1)~ [B°l ,  
' ( ~  + ~ ' [i(~°)1 • [ - '  n,v - , W n Ey_  1 y-1 E) , -2 )  (~) 1] 
~ ~_ ,= (~ ~ ~r) + [f i_~(,o)] ~ [F_~(~_~)] ~ ... 
• [ i (~ .~) ]  • [~-q .  
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The process is well defined because of Section 3.3.3. And Section 3.3.2 
ensures that the union of these chains is a basis of W. 
3.3.6. Finally, notice that this basis verifies condition (3) in Theorem I
(Section 2.3.1). Hence, it can be extended to a Jordan basis of E. 
4. CLASSIFICATION OF MARKED SUBSPACES 
4.0 
The construction i Section 3.3 suggests that the shape of the extensible 
Jordan basis of W is determined by dim(W • Eft) - dim(W • Eft + 1 + 
W A Eha_l). Theorem III (Section 4.3.1) shows that these numbers, 
together with the Segr6 characteristic of f ,  form a complete family of 
invariants for the classification of marked subspaces. 
4.1. Equivalence of Invariant Subspaces 
4.1.1. In all this subsection, the notation (E, f, W) means that W is a 
subspace of E invariant under f. We write f for the restriction of f to W. 
4.1.2. We recall the natural equivalence relation between two invariant 
subspaces: 
DEFINITION. One says that two irwariant subspaces (E , f ,W)  and 
(E' ,  f ' ,  W')  are equivalent if there is an isomorphism ~p:E --+ E' such that 
of=f 'o  ~, ~(W)  c W'. 
Then ~b o f = f 'o  ~b, where ~b is the restriction of ¢p to W. In particular, f and 
f must be similar to f '  and f'  respectively. 
Obviously, we must suppose dim E = dim E' and dim W = dim W'. 
From now on, these dimensions will be n and m respectively. 
4.1.3. By means of a basis of E adapted to W (that is to say, its first m 
vectors form a basis of W), we can identi~ (E, f ,  W)  with (C", A, C"),  
where 
] 
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Then the above definition can be formulated as follows: two matrices A, A' 
of this kind are equivalent if there is a regular matrix S such that 
S- ~AS = A', 
In particular, S-1AS = A'. 
4.2. The Numerical Invariants wft 
4.2.1 
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DEFINITION. For a given invariant subspace W c E, we consider the 
numerical invariants 
w d = dim W n - d im(W n E d+l -J¢- W n Eft_l) 
_ Ed+l  = dim W n E~ dim w n Eh a+ ~ - dim W n Eh ~_ 1 + dim W N h- 1 
forh>~ l ,d>O,d  +h <~ a. 
4.2.2. For example, let f be the endomorphism of C 11 which has the 
following Jordan chains: 
el, e2=f (e l ) ,  ea=f (e2) ,  e4, 
e 8 , e 9 = f (es ) ,  
I f  W = [%, e 4, %, e 7, eg], we have 
w =l, wa=w o=o, 
4.2.3. 
%=f(e4) ,  %, e r=f (e6) ,  
elO, el l .  
w~ =3,  w °= 1, w °=0.  
Because of Theorem II (Section 3.2.3), if W is marked, then 
Wt d = d im W n E~ 1 - d im[W i~ (Eh d+l -+- E d_ l ) ] .  
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4.3. Classification of Marked Subspaces 
4.3.1. In the particular case of marked invariant subspaces, we have the 
following classification theorem: 
THEOREM III. Let ( E, f, W) and ( E', f ' ,  W') be two marked invariant 
subspaces. They are equivalent if and only if 
(i) f and f '  are similar; 
( i i )  ~ ,d Wh'=W h fo ra l lh> l ,d>O,d+h<.a .  
Pro@ Both conditions are obviously necessau. 
For the sufficiency, we consider the construction of extendible Jordan 
bases in Section 3.3.5: condition (ii) implies that the numbers of vectors in 
1 1 the sets B °, B,_ ~ . . . . .  B[- , which generate the Jordan chains for f ,  are the 
same as the numbers in the analo_ gous_ sets for f'., then, if we take bijections 
between these generator sets (B ° --+ B~ °, etc.) and we extend these bijeetions 
natura!ly to the corresponding generated chains, we obtain a bijection ~b: 
B ~ B' between two extendible Jordan bases for f and f '  respectively, 
such that ~bof =f 'o  ~. 
Now, we apply the method of extending bases in the proof of Theorem 1 
(Section 2.3.1): in a similar way, condition (i) ensures that there is a bijection 
q~: B ~ B' between the extended Jordan basis for f and f ' ,  such that 
~of=f 'o  q~. • 
4.,3.2. Notice that Theorem III holds only* if both invariant subspaces are 
assumed to be marked. 
For example, let us consider E = E' = C fS, f = f '  that has as Jordan 
chains 
wal, wax9 =f(e l ) ,  e 3 =f(exg), e 4, e5 =f (e4) ,  watt, 
and 
w = [e3, e4, es] ,  W'  = [wax9 + wa,~, wa~, was]. 
Obviously, f and f '  are similar. Also, condition (ii) in Theorem III is verified: 
w~=wo 2=1,  w I=<1=0,  
,o = w;0  = 1, w0 ~=<~=l ,  w,  
w a = <~' = 0. 
But W and W' are not equivalent, because W is marked, whereas W' is not. 
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4.3.3 
REMARK. Because of the characterization of marked subspaces in Sec- 
tion 3.2.6, condition (ii) in Theorem I I I  can be replaced with 
(ii') bh d'8 = b,hd. 8 for all h >i 1, d >/0, 8 >t 0. 
In fact, in this alternative classification theorem it is not necessary to assume 
that both invariant subspaces are marked, but only that one of them is. For 
instance, this condition (ii') is not verified in the example in Section 4.3.2: 
b~ ,~ = b; 2'2 = 0, b~, l  = ~t l ,1  u 1 ~ 0 ,  
bo 2'1 = 0 b~ 2' '  = 1, b~ '° = b'l 1'° = O, 
b02'° = 1, b~ 2'° = 0, b °'° = b '°'° = 1, 
b~ .1=1,  b; ~ '1=0,  
bo 1'° = 0, b~ 1'° = 1, 
b ° ,°  = b ;  ° ' °  = 0. 
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